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If it does not, try again using the next code listed. Your new setting is saved. Your new setting is
saved. The key will blink twice to confirm. Digital R50 Displaying all posts. Any help would be
greatly appreciated. Thanks, SeanJust to be sure, are you suppose to do the 982 procedure before
trying each of the codes. Or do you just do it once, to unlock it, then try each of the codes. Ive
actually tried both ways. Thanks, SeanThe 982 procedure is a toggle, do it once it unlocks, do it
again and it locks. All you need to make sure is after doing it and you get 4 blinks, never do it again.
Only cable companies care if the code is locked in, they dont want calls about cable remote no
longer controlling the supplied box.Or, if you already have an account, please login now. For
information on how to advertise your service or product click here. Remote Central reserves the
right to remove or modify any post that is deemed inappropriate. Atlas OCAP DVR Set Up 1056BC
Universal Electronics Remote. Both remotes are the 1056B01.I have two Time Warner digital. Cant
find the code I used to program the remote for power on. It currently defaults to TimeWarner
Cables. Need the Time Warner remote codes 1056b01 codes FixYa How to Program a Time Warner
Remote. Time Warner cable boxes come standard with a remote. Device codes can be found in the
remote control manual and the Universal. Programming a 1056B01 remote FixYa Product Problem
Support. About Universal Remote Control Time Warner Cable Here you can find all about Universal
Remote Control Time Warner Cable like manual and other informations. Bright House Time Warner
CABLE REMOTE MODEL 1056B01 New Universal Remote Control Time Warner Cable manual,
review Time Warner Cable Box Receiver DVR Remote 1056B01 TW RMT. Best Answer as for the 991
mode the TV light should blink usually 2x after entering the code that means the device is ready to
begin then you press power.Related links cuve Kids make the
darndest.http://advantagelic.com/singhania/downloads/buy-manual-tablet-press.xml

1056b01 remote manual pdf, 1056b01 remote manual, 1056b01 remote codes,
1056b01 remote codes time warner, 1056b01 remote control programming, 1056b01
remote control, 1056b01-l remote manual, 1056b01 remote manual, 1056b01 remote
manual, 1056b01 remote manual, universal remote 1056b01 manual, uei 1056b01
remote control manual, 1056b01 remote control user s manual.

How to Make a presentembellished Happy Birthday invitation using Cricut Make Invitations And
Paper Crafts. Works with all Motorola cable boxes. 5 DEVICE PICTUREinPICTURE UNIVERSAL
REMOTE CONTROL. This Universal Remote can control your TV, Cable Box, Audio Amplifier, DVD
Player, and AUX Device.Please enable JavaScript in your web browser. Please choose a different
delivery location.Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. We
don’t share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to
others. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account
Please try your search again later.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by
star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Please try again later. Jeremy M. Whitt 5.0 out of 5 stars This is a nobrainer for anyone who has
Time Warner. The remote codes can be found by Google. However, there are TONs of remotes that
look identical or similar to this that DO NOT work with Time Warner.This one, of course did work
with Time Warner. So there was the hassle of returning the other one from a different seller.The old
remote had numbers wearing off and I had to push really hard to get the buttons to register. The
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new remote came in and is now working like a dream. It took some doing to program the remote. I
was able to program my TV just fine but for some reason it wasnt allowing me to program the cable
box. It turns out that the button for cable box comes prelocked. You have to unlock the cable button
before you can program it.I got her this as a surprise last Christmas and not only did it work right off
the bat, it is still working this
day.http://carexline.ru/generic/uploaded/buy-manual-vacuum-aspiration-kit.xml

I am so happy we dont have to struggle like crazy just to change the channel anymore!If you have a
DVR may not work. Be sure to check. We would be able to unlock our doors, adjust the thermostat
and start the car with our phones right now, but the doors, thermostats and cars need to have the
high tech and expensive components in them in order to respond to the remote, and at present they
are few and far between. In the meantime, we have another wonder called Peel, and it has been
created by former Apple engineers to work with iPhones, iPod Touches and iPads. Support for
Android phones is in the pipeline. Peel is a combination of hardware and software that will not only
be able to replace the multiple remote controls that we all seem to have scattered through our
homes though we can never find the one that we want, but will also enable us to sort out our
channels so we never need to remember what number our favourite ones are. Peel works by using a
small infrared receiver, which the makers call a Fruit, and it runs off a Ccell battery. The wireless
communication that is necessary between the Peel and your iPhone takes no more than five minutes
to set up and will have you finding programmes that you didn’t even know existed within moments.
The interface is user friendly and uses photos and icons instead of boring text, and you will be able
to use it with all of your entertainment systems such as DVD players and DVRs. So there are
different types of remote. My model number is CLC501. Did you. They usually can help you the best
to get the right codes,. Any tips to reduce the Crazyness. Both services will be back up beginning at
7 a.m. on July 25. Thank you for your patience and we apologize for any inconvenience. You will then
be taken to the page that will walk you through programing your remote. CableOne is only able to
offer you support for the remotes that we offer to you.

If you have your own remote that is not listed below, please check with the remotes manufacture for
the remote codes. Submit a request or. Please try again.Create a free account Please try your search
again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.Its sophisticated technology allows you to
consolidate up to five of your original home entertainment remote controls into one easyto use
product. The Atlas OCAP 5Device Remote Control is preprogrammed to operate the cable box
converter provided by your cable system THAT REQUIRES A 1056B03 REMOTE MODEL ONLY, an
RCA TV, a Toshiba DVD player, an RCA VCR, and a Pioneer audio receiver.To calculate the overall
star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyses reviews to verify trustworthiness. I have used these remotes for many years, but the ones I
have that work are 1056B03s. The 1056B01s I was sent wont work with my cable boxes.Sorry, we
failed to record your vote. Please try again Thank you, TimeWarner. You had to slam those buttons
down hard to make them work. After 3 years, the remote is useless. No, TimeWarner, its not the
batteries, its your stupid, wornout remote. TimeWarner says, bring your old remote down to the
equipment exchange office, stand in line for an unknown amount of time, and we will give you a
different, old remote. No thank you TimeWarner. This remote works beautifully. I assume we will
continue to pay for a remote that does not work, but what do you expect from a monopolySorry, we
failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again
Oddly, I got 2 remotes, and the other one was very different.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again The remote simply will not program to operate the cisco cable box.
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When I made the purchase I got the impression that it would auto set to the box and all I had to do
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would be to program it to the tv and other devices.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again. The power button should
again flash twice after the 1 or the 3. The power button will again flash twice. Press and hold the
corresponding digit key while aiming the remote at your equipment. The device button will blink
three times. The remote is now programmed for that device. Our support pages have lots of great
information to help you get the most out of your Eastlink services. Holiday Hours may differ. For
frequently asked questions, find the answers in Eastlink Support. Please try again.Please try your
search again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.To calculate the overall star rating and
percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyses reviews
to verify trustworthiness. Needs to be within about six feet of unit to work. OEM remote worked fine
20 feet away.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again. Please try again.Please try your
search again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.To calculate the overall star rating and
percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyses reviews
to verify trustworthiness. Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again.
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Something went wrong.Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab
Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more
opens in a new window or tab This includes items that are defective in ways that render them
difficult to use, items that require service or repair, or items missing essential components. See the
seller’s listing for full details. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage
method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to
1. If you dont follow our item condition policy for returns, you may not receive a full refund. Refunds
by law In Australia, consumers have a legal right to obtain a refund from a business if the goods
purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or dont match the sellers description. More information at
returns. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured
powered by Verisign. It unlocks a world of greater choice, convenience and control as you watch
television. You will have access to Mediacom On Demand and Digital Video Recording. While in a
listings screen, you can access information by pressing the INFO button on your remote. You can
also set Reminders, place Parental Locks, order PayPerView movies or events and see other times a
program airs. To return to the program youre watching, press the EXIT button on the remote.

http://danijel-prevod.com/images/40-hp-johnson-outboard-motor-manual.pdf

The Quick Menu gives you access to other areas of the guide, such as Movies or Favorites. Once you
have selected a program title by highlighting it and pressing OK, you can use the action icons on the
information screens to set Reminders or Parental Locks, schedule recordings, buy programs and
more. Press the buttons until the arrows on the screen are centered. You can also press the LAST
button to back up one screen at a time. Try using the remote again. If the remote is still not
functioning correctly, press the CHAN button on the front of the receiver. If the channel changes,
there is a problem with the remote control. If the channel doesnt change, the batteries or the remote
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control itself may need to be replaced. From the Main Menu or Quick Menu, select any of the
PayPerView options to see a list of available programs. Use your remote to get detailed information
and order. You can even cancel your selection. If your PayPerView program is scheduled to air at a
future time, a Reminder is automatically set to appear before your program begins. As you navigate
listings using your remote, the highlight appears on screen to indicate your current selection. Just
press MENU from anywhere in the guide — even while youre watching a program — and youll have
access to features like Search, Favorites, Digital Music and more. Simply press MENU twice; then
select from the options available, including Listings By Time, Listings By Category, Parental Locks,
Favorites, Local Weather and more. Select a category from the Main Menu or Quick Menu to display
listings. To access, press OK or INFO; then use the buttons to browse time and the buttons to
browse channels. Set a personalized 4digit PIN and you can place locks on selected ratings,
channels and titles. You can also hide adult titles from being displayed on screen. After you set up a
recording on your cable box, you must also set up your VCR to record, following the manufacturers
instructions.

Enter any four digits that you will remember but others will not know. You can choose to lock
channels, movie ratings, TV ratings, or particular programs. Scroll through the different types by
using the up and down arrows. A lock icon will appear to show that channel, program, or rating has
been locked. Type in the same number again. It will read enter your new purchase code to the left of
the bubble. Have the customer type in the same number again. Have the customer type in the same
number again. Release the mode button and make sure that the button continues to flash. Once the
full code has been entered the mode button should flash 3 times. If the button doesnt flash 3 times
repeat this step with a different code. The device should turn off. It it doesnt turn off then try steps 2
through 4 with the next code. Release the mode button and make sure that the button continues to
flash then press the POWER button. Each time the key is pressed the remote will try to turn off the
device. Test the remote to make sure that all of the features work. If the device doesnt work properly
continue trying step 3. The CABLE key will continue to flash. You now control the volume through
the TV whenever you change the volume level in Cable mode. The most common remote that they
use is the Atlas 5 universal remote, which has the ability to control DVR functions as well as Time
Warner’s videoondemand service. To get this remote working with all of your devices, you will have
to program each device into the remotes memory. Step 1 Turn on the device that you wish to
program. If you are programming a DVD or VCR player, then insert a media disc such as a DVD or
VHS tape. Step 2 Press the device key on the remote once. This remote is capable of programming
five devices, and each has its own respective button at the top of the remote. The device key will
blink once. Step 3 Press and hold the “Setup” button on the remote.

The selected device key will blink twice, indicating it is ready to be programmed. The device key will
blink twice again. Step 5 Aim the remote at the device you wish to program and press the “Power”
button. Continue to press that button until the device turns off. Once that happens, press the
“Setup” button to lock in the code. Press the “Power” to turn the device back on and it will be ready
to use. Device codes can be found in the remote control manual and the Universal Electronics
support web page. Miles holds a Bachelor of Arts in film and electronic arts from California State
University, Long Beach. How to Program a Philips UM4 Magnavox. How to Set Up Codes on One for
All. How to Program a Innovage Jumbo. How Do I Program my Nyko Xbox 360. How do I Program a
3 in 1 Radioshack. How to Program a GE 4 Device Universal. How to Setup My Jumbo Universal
Remote. Atlas OCAP 5Device Universal Remote Control with Learning. Model ER1 Remote Control
Users Guide.I have a Vizio VX37L HDTV and I cant find a code for the TV in the manual that came
with the. Uei 1056b01 manual pdf Avalanche made by Chevrolet the preferred material is and 2009.
Aquaculture as Match.com profile headline suggestions healthy youre planning. Cable, DVD, TV,
Audio With MANUAL LN. Warner Cable Box Receiver DVR Remote 1056B01. I assumed wrongly
that you had a new HD PVR and hence the new UEI Mk3 remote. The instructions I gave were for



the new remote. Use setup code Audio 1257, and then assign 5 digit EFCs using the 994 command.
The EFCs for a VHT510.Key ReAssignment to remotely control a second duplicate device Code.
TIMEWARNER 1056B01 remote control for EXPLORER2000 models Uei 1056b01 manual Setup
Programming Device Control The Atlas OCAP 5Device Remote Control is preprogrammed to operate
the cable box converter. Atlas OCAP 5Device Universal Remote Control with Learning. Model ER1
Remote Control Users Guide.

I have a Vizio VX37L HDTV and I cant find a code for the TV in the manual that came with the. Uei
1056b01 manual pdf Avalanche made by Chevrolet the preferred material is and 2009. Aquaculture
as Match.com profile headline suggestions healthy youre planning. Cable, DVD, TV, Audio With
MANUAL LN. Warner Cable Box Receiver DVR Remote 1056B01. I assumed wrongly that you had a
new HD PVR and hence the new UEI Mk3 remote. The instructions I gave were for the new remote.
Use setup code Audio 1257, and then assign 5 digit EFCs using the 994 command. The EFCs for a
VHT510.Key ReAssignment to remotely control a second duplicate device Code. TIMEWARNER
1056B01 remote control for EXPLORER2000 models Uei 1056b01 manual Setup Programming
Device Control The Atlas OCAP 5Device Remote Control is preprogrammed to operate the cable box
converter. LCD Television This remote will turn on. LCD Television Both remotes are the 1056B01.
Because of the configuration of my LCD Television I need to change the volume control from the Aud
back to the TV.. Its weird because we just got the remote and the batteries that Can I program it to
my TV or will it They are as follows On the remote control, press CBL. If you wish. Known to work
with the RCA RCRP05B and AR5G for the TV and Cable device buttons.Note that the instruction
sheet provided with the remote is wrong. Two blinks of the selected device. The button will have an
icon that looks like a lightbulb. On other backlit hardbutton remotes, the button doesnt exist or
doesnt work. In that case a 974 command might be available. To test, TAP and release the device
key in which the new feature was learned followed by the key on which the feature was learned.
NOTE To learn to a shift key, simply TAP SETUP before TAPing the key in step 4 above.Sets like new
remote.If the remote is an upgradeable remote, and has codes added, this will delete those codes
also. Shifted Keys It is possible to store two commands on one button by using the SHIFT key.

The SETUP button acts as a shift key. When programming individual buttons, whether by learning or
by using advanced codes, if you TAP SETUP before selecting the button where the command will be
assigned, the function will be stored on the shifted version of the button. Then when you wish to use
the button, TAP SETUP before you TAP the button. Shifted keys can be used for learned commands,
commands programmed using advanced codes and for macros.This is your signature code.Punch
through will occur in these modes.The 977 command restores the settings.This is your setup
code.You may have to TAP this sequences of buttons up to 100 times to search the entire library of
codes. The led will blink twice when there are no more codes to test.Then hold Setup until the led
button flashes twice.Some categories have more than 200 codes to test.Then hold Setup until the led
button flashes twice.Some categories have more than 200 codes to test.Note that the instruction
sheet provided with the remote is wrong. Two blinks of the selected device. Now pressing Vol while
in DVD, CBL, or TV mode will send the AUD Vol commands. But in AUD or DVR mode, the Cable
volume commands will be sent.You would have to do the same process for VOL DOWN and
MUTE.See also 978 for single device macros.The multimacro key can hold up to 5 macros. Each time
you TAP it, the next macro runs. Macro size varies with remotes.I assume a similar display of some
sort 2flashes of LED appears for straight hardbutton remotes awaiting new wav file. NOTE MASTER
POWER PWR only works in the CBL mode. If it is not programmed, only the cable converter will turn
on or off. In any other mode, pressing MASTER POWER PWR once will turn the selected device on
or off. In addition, Titan can be programmed to control up to four 4 additional home theater
equipment devices. Follow the steps below to program your remote to control other devices. Go to to
search for your code. Follow the steps below.



Most brands use the same code on all models. We will need this code in the next set of steps to
program that device to your remote. NOTE Some brands may give more than one code. If not, we
can try each code separately in the remote to find the one that works. If performed correctly, the
mode LED blinks twice. NOTE If the selected mode LED emits a long blink, the entry is invalid.
Repeat steps 2 through 4 and try entering the same code again. The device should turn off. If it does
not, repeat steps 2 through 3, trying each code for your brand until you find one that works. Return
to top To turn your TV on or off, press the TV button then the POWER button. To turn your set top
box on or off, press the CBL button and then the POWER button. Note It is not necessary to turn
your set top box off. Note Your remote control must have the remote code programmed in before it
can send the correct signals for your TV. If the list of TV brand codes was not included in your
installation pack, please contact customer service. If pressing POWER turned the wrong device on or
off, press the POWER button again, press the appropriate device selection button AUD, VCR, TV or
CBL and press POWER once more. GUIDE will display Guide so you can find a program you like. If
the program is on now, you tune to the channel showing it. If not, you can set a scheduled event to
remind you when it does come on. If your set top box supports recording, you can schedule a
recording for the program. The Menubar provides quick access to every feature supported by your
service. INFO displays the Infobar, a feature that lets you see information on what you’re watching,
what’s coming on next, and what’s on other channels. EXIT causes your set top box to exit whatever
screen you are seeing and return you to normal TV viewing. If you ever get lost on a screen, it is
always safe to press EXIT and then start over.
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